The energy spectrum of the two-dimensional t-J model in a perpendicular magnetic field is investigated. The density of states at the Fermi level as a function of the inverse magnetic field 1 B reveals oscillations in the range of hole concentrations 0.08 < x < 0.18. In the used approximation zero-field Fermi surfaces are large for these x, and oscillation frequencies conform with such Fermi surfaces. However, the amplitude of these oscillations is modulated with a frequency which is smaller by an order of magnitude. The appearance of this modulation is related to van Hove singularities in the Landau subbands, which traverse the Fermi level with changing B. The singularities are connected with bending the Landau subbands due to strong electron correlations. The frequency of the modulation is of the same order of magnitude as the quantum oscillation frequency observed in underdoped cuprates.
Introduction
Theoretical investigations of systems of strongly correlated electrons in strong magnetic fields were started shortly after the discovery of the high-T c superconductivity. A number of works was carried out on small clusters using the exact diagonalization (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3] ). It is worth noting that due to the Peierls factor [4] , the translation symmetry of the system is changed [5] -in the magnetic field the size of the elementary cell increases significantly. Clusters with sizes smaller than the size of this supercell violate the symmetry of the Hamiltonian and, therefore, it is difficult to extend the obtained results to larger crystals. Another approximation used for this problem is the mean-field approximation (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8] ). The main shortcoming of this approximation is the neglect of the dynamic interaction of fermions with spin excitations. This interaction defines the fermion dispersion in the underdoped case.
A. Sherman The investigation of a system with strong electron correlations in the magnetic field is of interest in connection with the observation of quantum oscillations in the mixed state of underdoped yttrium cuprates [9, 10, 11, 12] . Based on the Onsager-Lifshitz-Kosevich theory for metals [13] the observed decreased quantum oscillation frequencies were interpreted as a manifestation of small Fermi surface pockets [14] , despite the fact that this interpretation seems to be in contradiction with numerous photoemission experiments. To explain the appearance of these small pockets proposals for various states with broken translational symmetry were suggested [15, 16, 17] . Other theories for explaining the decreased quantum oscillation frequency suppose that it is connected with superconducting fluctuations [18, 19] or use phenomenology of the marginal Fermi liquid [20] .
Crystals, in which the decreased quantum oscillation frequencies were observed, belong to the underdoped region of the cuprate phase diagram, and, therefore, they are characterized by strong electron correlations. Theoretically the behavior of such crystals in strong magnetic fields is poorly known. In this work we use an approach, which allows us to overcome some limitations of the approximations used earlier for this problem. The approach provides a way to consider large enough clusters and moderate magnetic fields, taking into account the interaction of holes with spin excitations. We use the exact diagonalization of the kinetic term of the two-dimensional (2D) t-J model of Cu-O planes. The term contains the Peierls factor describing the influence of the homogeneous magnetic field perpendicular to the plane. As known [5, 21, 22] , the energy spectrum of the kinetic term consists of the Landau subbands, which substitute the Landau levels in the lattice problem. The influence of strong electron correlations on these subbands is investigated using the Mori projection operator technique [23] . It should be noted that due to the complexity of the problem we were able to calculate only a few terms of the continued fraction of Green's function. Therefore, the obtained zero-field normal-state spectrum does not contain the pseudogap, which appears in other approaches both in the t-J and Hubbard models [24, 25, 26] . Since in the pseudogap the density of states (DOS) does not completely vanish, we nevertheless suppose that the used approximation gives at least qualitatively a correct picture of the normal-state energy spectrum of the t-J model in the perpendicular magnetic field.
In the used approximation, in the normal state the model has a large Fermi surface for the hole concentrations x 0.06. We found that in the range 0.08 < x < 0.18 the density of hole states oscillates with frequency for a fixed field B and with 1 B at the Fermi level. The frequency of these latter oscillations with 1 B conforms with the large Fermi surface. However, the amplitude of these high-frequency oscillations is modulated with a frequency which is smaller by an order of magnitude. The appearance of this modulation is related to van Hove singularities in the Landau subbands, which traverse the Fermi level with changing B. These van Hove singularities are connected with bending the Landau subbands due to the influence of strong correlations. The frequency of the modulation is of the same order of magnitude as the quantum oscillation frequency observed in underdoped cuprates.
Main formulas
One of the main models used for the description of Cu-O planes of cuprate superconductors is the 2D t-J model. The Hamiltonian of this model in the magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the plane, reads
where 2D vectors l and l label sites of a square plane lattice, σ = ±1 is the projection of the hole spin, a † lσ = |l0 lσ| and a lσ = |lσ l0| are hole creation and annihilation operators with the empty |l0 and singly occupied |lσ site states. These three states form the complete set of hole states for the site l in the t-J model. The first term of the Hamiltonian, the hole kinetic energy H k , contains the hopping matrix element t ll and the exponential factor with the Peierls phase [4] , in which A(r) is the vector potential. The second term on the righthand side of (1) is the exchange energy of localized spins with the exchange constant J ll and the spin- The last, Zeeman term of the Hamiltonian contains the g-factor g ≈ 2, the Bohr magneton µ B and the magnetic induction B of the external magnetic field. It is supposed that this field is homogeneous and is only weakly disturbed by internal currents [27] .
In the following consideration we shall suppose that only the nearest neighbor hopping and exchange constants are nonzero,
where a are four vectors connecting nearest neighbor sites. In cuprate perovskites, the exchange constant J is of the order of 100 meV. Comparing the interaction energy between a spin with its four neighbors (the second term of the Hamiltonian) and the energy of the spin in the external field (the third term of the Hamiltonian) one can ascertain that the former energy is two orders of magnitude larger than the latter even for fields of the order of 50 T. Therefore, the Zeeman term of the Hamiltonian can be neglected.
In the Landau gauge A l = −Bl y x, where l y is the y component of the site vector l and x is the unit vector along the x axis (the 2D lattice is located in the xy plane, and the field is directed along the z axis). Hence the exponential in the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian can be written as e iκal , κ a = − e Ba x y.
In the following discussion we shall restrict our consideration to the fields satisfying the condition
where a = |a| and n is an integer. In this case the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian defines its translation properties -H k is invariant with respect to translations by the lattice period along the x axis and by n lattice periods along the y axis. To retain this symmetry we apply the periodic Born-von Karman boundary conditions to the sample with N x sites along the x axis and nN y sites along the y axis. The boundary conditions define the set of allowed wave vectors with components
Nxa n x and K y = 2π nNya n y with integer n x and n y . As can be seen from (2) and (3), the momenta κ a coincide with one of the wave vectors in this net. Therefore, in H k we can perform the usual Fourier transformation 
In deriving (4) we took into account that κ a a = 0. It is convenient to split the Brillouin zone into n stripes of the width 2π na , which are oriented parallel to the x axis. If we select one of these stripes, say, the lowest one with − π a < K y ≤ − π a + 2π na , and denote wave vectors in it as k, momenta in the entire Brillouin zone can be described as k + jκ. Here 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 and κ = 2π na y. In these notations the kinetic energy acquires the form
where the summation over k is performed over the selected stripe,
and q j = 2 cos k y a + 2 jπ n . The cyclic Hermitian matrix (6) can be diagonalized by the unitary transformation
This diagonalization gives the dispersion of the Landau subbands E km of uncorrelated carriers in the reduced Brillouin zone, which coincides with the above-mentioned lowest stripe. The applied procedure for deriving this dispersion is equivalent to the usually used approach, in which the magnetic supercell is introduced (see, e.g., [5, 27] ). The derivation of the kinetic-energy matrix (6) is simpler in our approach.
Since the kinetic energy defines symmetry properties of the total Hamiltonian (1), states corresponding to operators α kmσ in (7) are appropriate starting states for the consideration of the influence of spin excitations on hole states. For this purpose we calculate Green's function
where the averaging over the grand canonical ensemble and the operator time dependence are determined by the Hamiltonian
β and µ are the inverse temperature and the chemical potential, respectively. Green's function (8) does not depend on the spin projection.
To calculate this function we use the Mori projection operator technique [23] . In this approach, the Fourier transform of Green's function (8) is represented by the continued fraction
where the elements of the fraction are obtained from the recurrence relations [28, 29] 
Operators A k depend on k, m and σ and numbers E k and V k on k and m. To simplify notations we suppressed these dependencies in (9) and (10). Commutation relations for the hole and spin operators, which are necessary for calculating the elements of the continued fraction (9), can be derived from their definitions in terms of bra and ket vectors of the site states. Notice that the hole operators do not satisfy the usual fermion anticommutation relations due to the prohibition of the double occupancy of sites by holes. Nevertheless,
Therefore, we do not use the matrix form of the Mori formalism and consider only the diagonal Green's function (8) .
Using the commutation relations for the hole and spin operators we get for the elements of the continued fraction (9)
In the above equations, φ = 1+x 2 , j a = −a x /a,
is the hole concentration, (12)- (14), some terms were obtained by decoupling of operators belonging to different lattice sites. The quantity E 1 is described by a more complex expression than that given by (14) . The comparison of results obtained with this more complex E 1 and with that in (14) shows their similarity. Therefore, to speed up calculations we used the latter value for E 1 . Quantities |l0 l0| and a † lσ a l+a,σ , which actually appear in (12) and (13), vary slightly within the magnetic supercell (in the considered case it is a row of n sites along the y direction). However, the variation is small -for example, for x = 0.14 and n = 64 the maximum relative deviation of |l0 l0| from x is less than 0.02. Therefore, in the above expressions we substituted these quantities by their averaged over the crystal values x and F 1 . We supposed that parameters C 1 and C a−a , which characterize the spin subsystem, are approximately the same as for B = 0. We took these latter parameters from the results of self-consistent calculations carried out for the case of zero temperature [30] ,
where the summation is performed over the entire Brillouin zone.
The calculation of the elements of the continued fraction (9) is terminated at this stage. As a consequence for all values of k in the reduced Brillouin zone and m in the range [0, n − 1] we get Green's function with two poles,
As can be seen from equations (11)- (13), Green's function (18) depends on parameters x and F 1 , which, in their turn, are calculated from this function using equations (15) and (16) . These parameters were calculated self-consistently. In [30] this approach was used for investigating the evolution of the hole dispersion with doping in the 2D t-J model in the case B = 0. Equations of that work can be obtained from (12)- (16) by setting κ = κ a = 0, j = j a = 0, U k jm = δ j0 δ m0 and k → K. It was shown that the pole with the lower energy ε − corresponds to the spin-polaron band, which gives the most intensive maximum in the hole spectral function of the 2D t-J model. The pole with the higher energy ε + imitates other excitations. As known from results obtained by other methods, these higher-energy excitations are the electron-spin excitation continuum and low intensity string states (see the reviews [31, 32] on the t-J model). We are mainly interested in states near the Fermi level, where the spin-polaron states dominate at low hole concentrations. The dispersion of this band is shown in Fig. 1 for several values of x. Here and hereafter we set J/t = 0.2, the temperature T = 0, energies and lengths are measured in units of t and a, respectively. The evolution of the hole dispersion with doping, which is presented in Fig. 1 , can be understood in the following way. In the heavily underdoped case x = 0.033 the crystal is characterized by the short-range antiferromagnetic ordering, which is reflected in the gap in the spin-excitation spectrum at the antiferromagnetic momentum (π, π). The gap is described by the parameter ∆, equation (17), which is connected with the correlation length of the short-range order ξ by the relation ξ ≈ . For small concentrations ξ a, the state of the spin subsystem is close to the long-range order with the doubled elementary cell. Therefore, for x = 0.033 the energies at K = (0, 0) and (π, π) are nearly degenerate. In Fig. 1 , it is the only case with small Fermi surface pockets. With growing x the correlation length approaches a, the dispersion acquires gradually the shape resembling a weakly correlated band. However, even for x = 0.14 its bandwidth is much smaller than that for weak correlations. For the following consideration it is worth noting that Fermi surfaces are large for x 0.06.
Results and discussion
Below we consider the density of states,
For T = 0 the integral of this quantity, multiplied by the frequency, over the occupied states gives the contribution of holes to the thermodynamic potential Ω. As in the case of weak electron correlations, oscillations of ρ(ω = 0) with the magnetic field lead to oscillations in Ω and its derivatives, which are observed in quantum oscillation measurements [13] . From (18) we get
where the dependencies of the energy parameters on k and m are explicitly shown and it is taken into account that for the considered small hole concentrations only the lower pole of Green's function (18) crosses the Fermi level. For several hole concentrations the frequency dependence of the DOS is shown in Fig. 2 . As seen from this figure, ρ(ω) oscillates and these oscillations are connected with the applied magnetic field. Near the Fermi level the oscillations are not observed for x = 0.076 and x = 0.18. This absence of oscillations is connected with the sharp maxima of the DOS at the Fermi level. The oscillations are lost against the background of these maxima. The maxima of the DOS are pinned to the Fermi level in some ranges of concentrations below x = 0.076 and around x = 0.18, where the frequency oscillations near ω = 0 are also suppressed. Hence near the Fermi level the frequency oscillations of the DOS are observed in the range of hole concentrations 0.08 < x < 0.18. The oscillations in the frequency dependence lead to oscillations in the dependence of ρ(0) on the magnetic field. Notice that the indicated range of concentrations contains the interval, in which decreased quantum oscillation frequencies are observed experimentally [14] .
The density of hole states at the Fermi level as a function of n = 2π ea 2 1 B is shown in Fig. 3a for the case x = 0.14. Along with high-frequency oscillations with the period δn = 2 − 3, which point to a large Fermi surface in this case, a modulation with a period which is larger by an order of magnitude is also observed.
The low-frequency oscillations become even more evident if we plot the dependence of ρ(0) on n ∝ 1 B for only even or only odd n. These dependencies are shown in Fig. 3b . Unexpectedly they are nearly in antiphase up to comparatively large n and weak fields. For some other considered hole concentrations in the range 0.08 < x < 0.18 the modulations are less evident than in Fig. 3a , which points to their sensitivity to the details of the hole dispersion (for all these x the zero-field dispersions look similar to that in Fig. 1c with somewhat different bandwidths). Nevertheless, the nearly antiphase oscillatory dependencies of the type shown in Fig. 3b are well seen for all these x. This means that the low-frequency oscillatory dependence of the DOS on 1 B is inherent in systems with strong electron correlations. However, the possibility of its observation may depend on details of the hole dispersion.
The absolute value of the Fourier transform of the dependence ρ(0) on 1 B for odd values of n (black symbols in Fig. 3b) is shown in Fig. 3c as a function of the quantum oscillation frequency F. For this figure we set a = 4Å. The Fourier transform of the second dependence in Fig. 3b has similar shape. In both these dependencies, peaks with the frequency F d ≈ 1 kT dominate. This frequency is of the same order of magnitude as the dominant frequency of quantum oscillations in underdoped YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+x [14] , which was interpreted as a manifestation of small Fermi surface pockets. Let us underline once again that the Fermi surface in Fig. 1c has no such pockets. As in the mentioned experiments, the dominant peak in Fig. 3c is flanked by weaker maxima.
What is the reason for the appearance of the low-frequency modulation in Fig. 3a and oscillations in Fig. 3b ? In the uncorrelated case the carrier energy in the Landau subbands oscillates around some level when k x varies from −π to π at a fixed k y . The number of oscillations is equal to n. Strong correlations lead to a bend of the subbands along the x direction. This bending is seen in Fig. 4 . In this figure, only the subbands near the Fermi level are shown. The subband m is plotted in the stripe −π + 2π n m ≤ K y < −π + 2π n (m + 1), −π ≤ K x < π of the entire Brillouin zone. As a result the hole dispersion looks like stairs with steps in the y direction. These stairs ascend from smaller hole energies to larger ones with K y moving from −π to π. A small part of these steps is shown in Fig. 4 . The small-scale oscillations along the x direction have the same origin as in the uncorrelated case. Bends of the subbands lead to the appearance of van Hove singularities, which produce maxima in the DOS. In Fig. 4c the chemical potential falls onto such a singularity and the curves in Figs. 3a and 3b peak at n = 56. Figure 4b (n = 52) corresponds to some intermediate value of ρ(0), while the Fermi level in Fig. 4a is halfway between two singularities, which leads to local minima in Fig. 3 at n = 48. Thus, the low-frequency modulation and oscillations in Fig. 3 are connected with the traverse of the Fermi level through the sequence of van Hove singularities in the Landau subbands.
Concluding remarks
In this work, we have considered the two-dimensional t-J model of Cu-O planes of cuprate perovskites under the conditions of strong electron correlations: t J and small hole concentrations x. The two-dimensional crystal is placed in a magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the crystal plane. Using the Mori projection operator technique we have calculated the Landau subbands in the case when only the nearest neighbor hopping constant is nonzero and for the magnetic field induction satisfying the condition B = 2π ea 2 n , where a is the lattice spacing and n an integer. In the range of hole concentrations 0.08 < x < 0.18 the density of hole states at the Fermi level ρ(0) shows oscillations as a function of n ∝ 1 B . For somewhat smaller and larger hole concentrations the Fermi level falls onto strong maxima of the density of states, which hide the oscillations. In the range 0.08 < x < 0.18, in the absence of the magnetic field the hole dispersion is characterized by large Fermi surfaces with areas, which are comparable to the area of the Brillouin zone. The period of the observed oscillation conforms with these large Fermi surface areas. However, in addition to the high-frequency oscillations the dependence ρ(0) on 1 B shows a modulation with a frequency which is smaller by an order of magnitude. Considering ρ(0) for even and odd n we have obtained two low-frequency oscillatory dependencies, which are nearly in antiphase to each other up to comparatively large n (small B). These nearly antiphase dependencies are observed for several considered hole concentrations in the range 0.08 < x < 0.18. The origin of these low-frequency modulation and oscillations is the bending of the Landau subbands near the Fermi level. The bending is a result of strong electron correlations. It leads to the appearance of van Hove singularities in the Landau subbands. For some values of B the Fermi level falls onto these singularities, what produces the mentioned modulation of ρ(0). The Fourier transformation of the dependencies ρ(0) on 1 B for even and odd n reveal the dominant frequency component F d ≈ 1 kT at x = 0.14. This value is of the same order of magnitude as the dominant quantum oscillation frequency observed in underdoped YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+x . It should be underlined that the low-frequency modulation and oscillations are not connected with small Fermi surface pockets -in the considered range of x the Fermi surface is large. Although the zero-field dispersions for these hole concentrations are similar, the low-frequency modulation may essentially differ. This points to the sensitivity of the modulations to details of the hole dispersion. In this context it is of interest to investigate the dependence of ρ(0) on B for fractional n and for a more complicated and realistic zero-field dispersion. These points will be considered in the future. Fig. 4 The dispersion of hole states near the Fermi level at x = 0.14 for n = 48 (a), 52 (b) and 56 (c). The Fermi surface is shown by the violet (dark) contour.
